
Helps me relax or feel calm

Helps to feel happy or less sad

Helps to feel numb (no feelings)

Helps to feel invincible and more energy

Other:

Social & People

Helps when everyone else is doing it

Helps to make activities or places more fun

Helps not to feel lame or embarrassed

Helps to feel out of my body

Other:

Helps when feeling stressed

Helps when trying to avoid thoughts or feelings

Helps when I feel bored or have nothing else to do

Helps give me courage, more secure, & feel brave

Other:

Helps with getting to sleep

Helps with pain or discomfort

Helps prevent withdrawal symptoms

(agitation, sweating, being tired, etc.)

Helps with other medical condition(s)

Other:

Coping & Safety

Emotion & Feeling Situation & Place

Helps to socialize and talk with others

Helps to feel normal (like the group)

Helps when I feel lonely

Helps me to loosen up and be more

exciting or interesting

Other:

Medical & Health

Substance Use Self-
Assessment Tool

T H E  B R A I N  I N J U R Y  A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  N O R T H  C A R O L I N A

This assessment can be used to get your input on specifics related to using alcohol, drugs, or other substances

in your daily life. Feel free to check the statements that reflect your experiences. It will ask what your

immediate and later effects related to using substances. When do you typically use substances and what

benefit do you typically experience short-term (minutes, hours, or days afterwards)?

Other Comments:
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Substance Use Self-Assessment Tool
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Did something unsafe or illegal

Felt like I could handle tough situations

without using

Had blackouts or forgot what happened often

Problems with the law or legal system (fines,

jail, courts)

Made decisions or plans that backfired

Other:

Lose control of my temper or felt more agitated

Still felt weight of problems while not using

Felt a lot of guilt, shame, or embarrassment

Felt better and in control of my feelings when

not using

Other:

Social & People

Lost or had to leave my house/apartment

Got kicked out of treatment, activity, or

establishment

Felt in a better place and situation since using

Lost, given away, or spent a lot of money

Other:

Felt more energized when not using

Fell, got hurt, or had an accident

Felt lessening of pain or symptoms

Had health problems or required hospitalization

Had near or actual experience with overdose

Was not making progress or goals

Other:

Coping & Safety

Emotion & Feeling Situation & Place

Made more close friends

Argued with friends and family

Lost close relationships or hurt someone I care

about

Made friends with people who hurt or were

bad for me

Other:

Medical & Health

Have you ever experienced any of these changes long-term? (a couple days, months, or even years after)?

Other Comments:



Social & People

Situation & Place

Did something unsafe or illegal

Felt like I could handle tough situations

without using

Had blackouts or forgot what happened often

Problems with the law or legal system (fines,

jail, courts)

Made decisions or plans that backfired

Other:

Substance Use Self-Assessment Tool:  Debrief

www.bianc.netbianc@bianc.net (919) 833-9634

Breaking this information and assessing substance use in these categories can help to identify the function

substance misuse might be. You'll notice most of the short-term impact of substance use are all pretty

positive, but the longer-term impact have a mix of positive and negative consequences. Count up all the

negative (indicated by a "-" symbol) and positive ("+") answers, including your "other" answers. 

Lose control of my temper or felt more agitated

Still felt weight of problems while not using

Felt a lot of guilt, shame, or embarrassment

Felt better and in control of my feelings when

not using

Other:

Lost or had to leave my house/apartment

Got kicked out of treatment, activity, or

establishment

Felt in a better place and situation since using

Lost, given away, or spent a lot of money

Other:

Felt more energized when not using

Fell, got hurt, or had an accident

Felt lessening of pain or symptoms

Had health problems or required hospitalization

Had near or actual experience with overdose

Was not making progress or goals

Other:

Coping & Safety

Emotion & Feeling

Made more close friends

Argued with friends and family

Lost close relationships or hurt someone I care

about

Made friends with people who hurt or were

bad for me

Other:

Medical & Health

+

-

+

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

-

+

-

+

-

-

-

Note:  Do you have more negatives than positives?

It can be easy to see the short-term, positive

impact of using certain substances and ignore the

longer-term, negative impact. Hopefully this

assessment doesn't make you feel judged in your

decisions, but allow you to make informed choices

to feel in more control of your life. The way that

substances make a person feel and the effect on

the brain can change the way using substances

are perceived. Instead of the person feeling in

control of their actions, it can feel as if using and

finding substances is instead controlling your life. 



Substance Use Self-Assessment Tool: New Skills
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Next, ask yourself if there were some categories that had more selected impacts than than others. This could

give you a sense of the root or function of drug or alcohol use. In addition to traditional and alternative

treatments, developing healthy coping skills and habits can be key. Select 1-2 potential skills that you might

want to take on or that you are currently doing. Start small, realistic, and be kind to yourself.

Listen to or play music or relaxing sounds

(could include visualization)

Create or find a safe place or space to go

when feeling out of control or upset

Create a social support network of people

with similar experiences (peer support)

Shift negative thinking into a positive

statement, phrase, or mantra

Other:

Learn & practice deep breathing techniques

Meditation & mindfulness to encourage being in

the present moment

Write in a journal, blog, or expression in other

medium (drawing, painting, sculpting, etc.)

Seek out counseling, spiritual, or support groups

Other:

Social & People

Avoid certain places/streets that it might be

harder to refuse using (if possible)

Be aware of HALT - Hungry, Lonely, Angry and

Tired, situations that might aggravate you

towards using drugs or alcohol

Volunteer for a charity, mentoring others, or

putting energy into a positive outlet

Other:

Practice 10-30 minutes of exercise each day

(walking, strength/interval training, yoga, etc.) 

Develop a sleep schedule (bed & wake times)

with good sleep hygiene

Take more scheduled breaks during the day (5-

10 minutes) with minimal stimulation

Follow a healthy diet and drink more water

Other:

Coping & Safety

Emotion & Feeling Situation & Place

Seek out groups with similar hobbies/interests

(i.e. gardening, crafting, sports, reading, cooking)

Practice refusal skills (feeling confidence in saying

"no") and come up with a few statements to use

Connect with supportive friends, maybe asking

them to check in (avoid more toxic friends)

Other:

Medical & Health

Other Comments/ideas:


